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1.1.1 PURPOSE OF URBAN DESIGN
REPORT

The main gateway to
Lusail City’s beating heart,
Commercial Boulevard
district will serve as the
central business hub.

Urban Design

Designed for year-round
use, the Boulevard will
shine with high-end
international luxury
boutiques serving fashion
savvy clientele. It will also
include flagship stores,
corporate offices and
high standard residential
developments nestled
behind the busy street.

It provides a broad review of the
surrounding city wide developments,
understanding main connections,
drivers, vistas, catalysts to the
commercial Boulevard District.
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This Urban Design Report sets out the
broad principles for the Commercial
District Masterplan together with an
overview of the urban design guidelines,
architectural approaches and general
typology regulations.

The guidance ensures that there
is sufficient scope for design and
development expression so that
each plot can meet sub-developer
/ owner expectations. Part 1 will
help ensure that each plot within the
Commercial Boulevard meets the
overall masterplan expectations.
This part describes the significance of
the district and how it relates with the
over arching principles and concepts
within the city-wide masterplan.

It explains key development aspects
such as, key features and landmarks,
Boulevard massing approach, precinct
and character guidelines, key landscape
strategies and overall urban design and
open space network.
The report sets out the general
development rules, standards and
constraints for the development,
including general design principles
to be observed at district, street /
neighbourhood and parcel / plot level.
Information presented on the Urban
Design Report will be further explained
in the Part 02 Commercial Boulevard
District Guideline Document. Due to
the nature of this development and the
current work being developed through
all sectors, Part 02 Commercial District
Guideline Document information will
prevail when in conflict with what is
current on this report.
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Figure 1 - Illustrative Masterplan (image by others)
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1.1.2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A destination for all,
Boulevard Commercial
District will offer an
unparalleled retail
experience coupled with
a structured and clear
offer of civic places
reinforcing the appeal and
livability of the district.
The public realm dedicated
to the social and cultural
inter relations of the
community along with
unique architectural
qualities strengthens the
character of the city.

THE HEART OF LUSAIL
Boulevard Commercial is a flagship
district at the centre of Lusail City.
The Boulevard will form a grand and
prestigious civic gesture marking the
vision of Lusail City.
It will be a one stop, year round,
pedestrian friendly accessible
destination for all of Doha and the Gulf
region. Providing unique entertaining
experiences it will be engaging, elegant
and vibrant, the “place to be” for the
whole family.
A strategic mix of products ensures that
the experience is not monotonous and
caters to a broad range of customers,
that will be drawn by a combination of
multiple tailored experiences.
The Boulevard will be designed
with specific attention to pedestrian
accessibility and connectivity, with a

complete offer of public transit, park
& ride, bicycle transit and shaded
pedestrian galleries.
It will be recognised by high quality
streetscape design promoting
congregation, celebration and
commerce in a holistic approach to a
comfortable pedestrian experience.
The built form will work seamlessly with
the landscape public realm and building
uses taking into account the pedestrian
and transit movement on the boulevard,
keeping a sensitive approach towards
the surrounding context.
Buildings will de designed with a new
rich contemporary language of form
and detail inspired by local climatic
conditions & traditional components
resonating with heritage yet adapted to
modern building scales and functions.

Illustrative Boulevard District Masterplan
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DISTRICT GUIDELINES

This Urban Design Report establishes
a clear overview of the district and sets
out the brief and framework for plot
owners/developers and their design
& construction advisors to create a
compliant design for the development of
each plot.
The final guidelines are meant to
ensure that the quality of construction
remains in line with the ambition and
expectations of the masterplan. In
particular they are conceived to bring
about a positive and cohesive urban
character, through a comprehensive
package of agreed codes that reflect
local needs and current international
construction standards. These are to
be read in conjunction with the Plot
Regulations Sheets
Key objectives
>> District Vision understanding;
>> Holistic approach to design framework;
>> Cohesive approach to massing, form
and materiality;
>> Appropriate distribution of uses and
form within each plot;
>> Sound inter-plot relationships;
>> Appropriate strategies for access and
utility provision;
>> Strong thermal comfort guidelines and
strategies
>> Flexibility to cope with contemporary
needs and demands;
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1.2
BOULEVARD COMMERCIAL
MASTERPLAN
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1.2.1 DISTRICT CONTEXT & VISION
MASTERPLAN OVERVIEW
Lusail is a 38 squarekilometer development
for 200,000 residents and
planned by Qatari Diar Real
Estate Investment Company
(the “Master Developer”) on
land located just north of
the city of Doha

1.2.1 LUSAIL LOCATION & CONTEXT
Lusail is located north of Doha (see
Figure 3), capital of Qatar. Lusail is one
of the most significant developments
planned for Qatar, providing a hub for new
growth and a new waterfront setting for
living, working, and recreation.
The city has a projected population of
200,000 with approximately 170,000
transit work force and 80,000 visitors.
It includes land bounded by the sea to
the East, the Al Khor expressway to the
West, and extends approximately 7km
North of the Ritz Carlton Hotel / Pearl
Development Area (see Figure 1). The
development will be a new, vibrant and
world class master-planned city district
and urban environment with a coherent
and self-sustaining mix of residential,
mixed-use, commercial, retail, recreation,

sports, education, leisure and hospitality
uses. Lusail city includes significant
resorts and entertainment venues, that
will attract international visitors and
expatriate residents as well as Qatari
nationals.
The existing coastal area will be
transformed through a controlled
development strategy that will create a
range of waterfront, island and inland
environments and characters. Lusail
City will provide an environment for
businesses and families. It will attract
discerning investors seeking freehold
property opportunities. Lusail City will be
professionally managed and procured
to the highest levels of quality via the
Master Developer’s property development
& management company - Lusail Real
Estate Development Company (LREDC).
1.2.2 VISION
Executive Summary

Figure 3- location plan (Image by others)
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Figure ES-1: Aerial
December 6, 2007
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Figure 2 (image by others)

The Vision for Lusail is for a complete
21st Century Capital City Quarter,
offering a broad array of quality leisure
facilities, with a range of well-planned
neighbourhoods designed to appeal to
families, couples and individuals with
different needs and aspirations.
The illustration above, Fig. 1 shows the
extent of the development.
Lusail will provide a regional focus for
sports and leisure entertainment, with
shops and value-added employment
activities providing unrivalled diversity
across the 38 square kilometres of
the site. Lusail will become one of
Doha’s most sought-after addresses
with a range of villas, townhouses and
apartments designed in a variety of
styles. The development will be served
by a comprehensive highways and path
systems, integrated with engineered
utility services, within a green network
of parks, promenades and waterfront
spaces which link the neighbourhoods
with destinations and community facilities.
Each neighbourhood cluster will have its
own facilities, including shops, schools,
parks, healthcare and places of worship,
each scaled to suit its catchment.
Lusail will be sold as a series of serviced
land parcels and plots, for corporations,
development companies, families and
individuals to purchase and develop
to their own needs. In-addition to Plot
Building Regulation Sheets, these needs
will be guided through district specific
design guidelines

1.2.3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Lusail has been developed as a holistic

masterplan, featuring low to medium
density development comprising a
number of different communities designed
and planned to compliment Doha’s
existing facilities and features.
It is held together within a well-conceived
framework of luxuriant boulevards, parks,
waterside drives and informal spaces
which lend character and appeal to each
part of the plan.
The guiding principles relate to the
communities the masterplan will
ultimately serve, as well as the networks
underlying the masterplan for site-wide
access and utility provision. These are
scaled to fit with the density of Lusail’s
urban form. The principles are reviewed
in summary below:
>> Identifiable, self-contained clusters
- ensuring each neighbourhood and
cluster has its own sense of place
and special character, by virtue of
its landscape and architectural form.
Planned to operate in isolation, while
contributing to the wider masterplan.
>> Complete communities - providing
the necessary facilities for each
neighbourhood including public
transport facilities, local shops, estate
management, schools, clinics, parks
& recreation facilities and places of
worship.
>> Fixed densities - the capacity of the
masterplan’s infrastructure is finite
and has been scaled to accommodate
the profile of uses and densities
proposed. For this reason the density
limits of the Plot Building Regulation
sheets must be strictly observed
so that the completed development

can operate within its means.
>> Green communities - extensive use
of soft landscape is made possible
through the creative reuse of available
recycled water. This relies upon
the participation of developers &
occupiers to plant and maintain low
demand (xeriscape) species & adopt a
conservative approach to water use.
>> Hierarchical infrastructure - roads
and access infrastructure have been
designed as an efficient and legible
series of connected routes designed
to service the needs of residents,
businesses and visitors.
>> Landmark waterfront - world-class
attractions and vibrant outdoor spaces
connecting the marinas, promenades,
beaches and waterfront residential
areas as a cohesive edge to the
development.
>> Gateway identity - key vehicular
entrances to Lusail and its districts
are marked with high quality built form
and landscape to promote the project.
>> Cohesive urban design - a simple
system of codes are applied to the
built form and landscape of the
development to ensure each parcel
meets the masterplan’s intent.
>> Climatically responsive - planned
and designed according to the
national GSAS code for sustainable
construction, ensuring resource and
energy consumption is minimised while
maximising quality of life.
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District Vision

Boulevard Commercial
is the heart of Lusail
City. It is a flagship
development comprising
a range of prestige retail,
entertainment, mixed use
and residential uses. It will
be defined by high quality
design and detail of its
architecture, public realm
and overall quality of place.

DISTRICT OVERVIEW
Boulevard Commercial is a flagship
district at the centre of Lusail City.
The Boulevard will form a grand and
prestigious civic gesture book ended by
the iconic Lusail Towers to the east and
Qatari diar Headquarters to the west.

The vision for Boulevard Commercial
encompasses:
>>

One of “The” Places in Qatar that all
visitors and residents know

>>

A Prestige / Landmark Arterial
Route

>>

A Key Throughway and Destination

>>

A Gateway into Lusail

>>

Flagship Quality Design and Place
making

>>

Sets the Quality identity and tone
for the rest of Lusail

The scale of the street and the buildings
of Boulevard Commercial are modelled
on the Champs Elysées with a focus on
prestige retail and a range of mixed use,
residential, leisure and cultural activities.

>>

A Major Link / Interface to Adjacent
Districts

>>

Provides Key Vistas to Lusail
Towers

It is a key, prestige lifestyle District that
will be defined by the high quality and
STADIUM DISTRICT
attention to detail of its architecture,
public realm and overall quality of place.

>>

Centred on the venue for the opening
and closing ceremonies of the FIFA
2022 games to be held in Doha, this
stadium will have a seating capacity of
up to 87,000 spectators.

This is the heart of Lusail City
comprising of a central boulevard with
mixed use developments of high end
retail at the lower levels and offices
above. The scale of the street and the
buildings are modelled on the Champs
Elysées with a focus on branded mega
stores and a range of commercial and
cultural activities.

Energy
busines
the com
resource
industry
this dev
GSAS c
and sus

Density/Height: As required

Density
/ Height - BC:
Medium
- Low
Density/Height
- BC:
Medium
- Low

Density

For this key District LREDC will act
as both master developer and plot
developer. Boulevard Commercial is
also a strategic District within Lusail.
The target is to have significant parts of
the District complete to coincide with the
FIFA World Cup 2022.

A Mid-rise Liveable, Walkable,
Prestige City District.
BOULEVARD COMMERCIAL +
>> High quality Entertainment offer for
LUSAIL
TOWERS
all family

ENERG

Density
/ Height - LT:
High
Density/Height
- LT:
High
Development Summary

Boulevard Commercial Summary

Develo

Land Area
Total Population
GFA
Building Heights

Land Area
Population
Total
GFA
Building Heights

Land A
Popula
GFA
Building

100 Ha
87,000 Event Visitors
TBD
TBD

52 Ha
20,900
5,500 Residents
760,000m²
3-6 levels

Lusail Towers Summary
Land Area
Population
GFA
Building Heights
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16 Ha
19,300
620,000m²
55-80 levels
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Great Boulevard Principles

A key set of principles
have been identified on
the greatest Boulevard
of the worlds. Those
will be interpreted in the
Commercial Boulevard,
emulating the conditions
that have given the
success of these world
class benchmarks.

KNOWN CITY LANDMARK

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED & WELL

PRESTIGE MIX OF USES AND

CONNECTED

ATTRACTIVE ACTIVE USES

EASY AND COMFORTABLE TO USE

ATTRACTIVE, SOPHISTICATED AND

AND STRONG DESTINATION

DISTINCT CHARACTER
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Great Boulevard Principles
WHAT MAKESBenchmarks
A SUCCESSFULL BOULEVARD
Relevant
CB

Case Study

Champs Ellysées,

L

us

l
ai

Paris, France
Champs
Elysées, Paris

Keyoriginal
Data:
The
model for
Commercial Boulevard,
• 1.25km long retail boulevard
Champs
Elysées stands as
• 5x5 lane road with 70m ROW
the
epitome of
• Low-medium
riseBoulevards,
buildings
and
continues
to stay
• Residential
and commercial
premises
strong
asabove
one shops
of the top
• Wide range of retail offer from
retail streets of the world.

Pedestrian friendly
Mix of uses
Animated streetscape

Well managed
Relevant Scale of buildings
Clustering of uses

1.25 KM

1,25 KM

convenience to luxury
• Restaurant and cafe spill-out

Dimensions
- 1.25km long retail
space
boulevard,
70m
ROW from
• Residential
accessed
boulevard

Pedestrian Environment –
Tree lined 10m wide pedestrian
footpath
Buildings – Mid Rise buildings
up to 6 – 9 storeys
Uses & Activity - Wide range of
retail offer from convenience to
luxury with above GF Residential
and commercial premises and
Restaurant and cafe spill-out
space onto pedestrian areas
Connectivity – Access to Metro
Sub-stations / Well served by
Buses

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFULL BOULEVARD

L

us

ai

l

CB

Case Study

Orchard Road,

Singapore
Orchard Road, Singapore
Orchard
Key Data:Road sits on one
of the most advanced
• 2.2km
boulevard
cities
inlong
theretail
world,
and
• ROW ranges from 40 to 90m
boasts
unique
and
bold
• Podium + high rise buildings
architectural
• Predominancelandmarks
of shopping
mallsare
andseamlessly
hotels
that
• Wide rangewith
of retail
offer from
integrated
a high
convenience to luxury
quality
pedestrian
• Small squares are created in
environment.
private plots
• Predominance of iconic

architecture - 2.2km long retail
Dimensions
boulevard, 40m-90m ROW

Pedestrian Environment – Tree
lined 10m wide footpath with public plazas at some instances
Buildings – Podium + High rise
buildings
Uses & Activity - Wide range
of retail offer from convenience
to luxury with predominance of
shopping malls and hotels
Connectivity – Access to Metro
stations / Well served by Buses
14

Pedestrian friendly
Mix of uses
Animated streetscape

2.2 KM
2,2 KM

Well managed
Relevant Scale of buildings
Clustering of uses
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WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFULL BOULEVARD
CB

Case Study

Oxford Street,

L

l
ai
us

London,
UK London
Oxford Street,
Key busiest
Data:
The
retail street
in europe, Oxford Street
• 2.2km long retail and
iscommercial
always full
streetof visitors,
that
come
• 20m
ROW for the extensive
• Residential
commercial
retail
offer, and
efficiently
premises above retail + F&B
served
by comprehensive
• Mid rise buildings
public
transport
• Wide range
of retailsystems.
offer from

Pedestrian friendly
Mix of uses
Animated streetscape

Well managed
Relevant Scale of buildings
Clustering of uses

2,2
KMKM
2.2

convenience to luxury

Dimensions
2.2km long
• No or limited- restaurant
or retail
cafe
+spill-outs
commercial boulevard, 20m
ROW
Pedestrian Environment –
4-8mts wide pedestrian footpath.
No continues tree line-up with
limited restaurant or cafe
spill-outs
Buildings – Mid rise buildings
Uses & Activity - Wide range
of retail offer from convenience
to luxury with predominance of
residential and commercial above
retail and F&B
Connectivity – Access to Metro
stations / Well served by Buses

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFULL BOULEVARD

L

us

ai

l

CB

Case Study

5th Avenue,

New
York, USA
5th Avenue, New York City
KeyAvenue
Data:
5th
is know as
one
of
the most expensive
• 2.65km long retail and
streets
in the
world, and
commercial
boulevard
5 lane one-way
roadof
with
30m
is• home
to some
the
ROW
highest
end flagship stores,
• Residential and commercial
world
renowned museums,
premises above retail
luxury
apartments
and
• High rise
buildings
• Wide range
of retail offer from
historical
landmarks.

Pedestrian friendly
Mix of uses
Animated streetscape

Well managed
Relevant Scale of buildings
Clustering of uses

2.65 KM
2,65 KM

convenience to luxury

• No or limited- 2.65km
restaurant
or cafe
Dimensions
long
retail
+ spill-outs
commercial boulevard, 30m
ROW - 5 lane one-way road

Pedestrian Environment –
4-10m wide footpaths with no
continues tree line-up. Limited
restaurant or cafe
spill-outs
Buildings – High rise buildings
Uses & Activity - Wide range of
retail offer from convenience to
luxury
Connectivity – Access to Metro
stations / Well served by Buses
15
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Context Urban Design Framework

Key Parks
Main Squares
Lusail Towers and Plaza
Retail Villages
Lusail Towers
Metro Station

* *

BC Gateways
Secondary gateways

*

QD Headquarters
Focal Point
Key Pedestrian Routes
Main Retail Frontages
Residential Amenity Edge
Promenade / Corniche
Green Areas
Civic Spaces
Bicycle path
LRT Station
Lusail Grand Mosque
Public Car Park
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LUSAIL GRAND
MOSQUE

* *
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FOX HILLS
RETAIL VILLAGE

STADIUM
DISTRICT

* *

*

*

LUSAIL PLAZA

* *

*

SEEF LUSAIL
RETAIL + CIVIC
ANCHOR

FOX HILLS
RETAIL VILLAGE
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Context Land Use

Mixed Use
Residential
Commercial and Office
Retail
Hospitality
Civic
Open space
Utilities
Entertainment/recreation
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STADIUM
DISTRICT
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1.2.2 KEY STRATEGIES
District Framework
The district layout is
designed to reinforce the
main mixed use Boulevard,
that goes from Al-Khor
highway to Lusail Towers
Plaza. A reticular grid
defines a set of front and
back row plots that face the
Boulevard and the linear
parks respectively.

STADIUM
DISTRICT

Metro Station

* *
Town Square

* *
20
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Key

*
*

Main Squares

Main Retail Frontages

Lusail Plaza

Back Row Retail Frontages

Focal Point

Promenade / Corniche

BC Gateways

Green Areas

Secondary gateways

Luxury Enclave

QD Headquarters

Bicycle Path

Lusail Towers

LRT Station

Key Pedestrian Routes

Underground Parking Pedestrian Access

* *
* *

Underground Parking Connection
to Private Plot
Lusail Grand Mosque
Back Row Landmark
Pedestrian Street Marker
Gateway Landmark
Underground Public Car Park

*

*

*

N

1km

50m
0

100m

500m
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Land Use Strategy
A detailed product mix
and feasibility study has
been undertaken for the
Boulevard Commercial
District. The landuses are
defined as per different
precinct which are based on
different users group and
product offer.

The detail land use area are allocated
per floor for every plot according to
the projected GFA for the district. This
is illustrated in the diagram below.

above grade parking may be
considered at LREDC discretion);
>>

A set of key considerations have been
taken into account for the definition of
the product mix:
>>

>>

Servicing must be on the
Basement level to allow for
maximum ground floor space
usage, and adequate design retail
activated courtyards.

Products should be allocated
to the front of the Boulevard,
maximizing the visibility and
exposure of the units;

BC.C2/10
BC.C2/9
BC.C2/8

Parking to be underground (
BC.C2/7

BC.C1/5B

BC.C2/6

BC.C1/5A

BC.C2/5
BC.C1/3-C1/4

BC.C2/4
BC.C1/2
BC.C2/3
BC.C1/1

BC.C2/2

BC.C1/17
BC.C1/16

BC.C2/1
BC.C1/15
BC.B/1

BC

BC.C1/14
BC.C2/23

BC.CIV.A/1

BC.C2/22

BC.B/2

BC.C2/21

BC.C2/20

BC.C2/19

BC.C2/18

BC.CIV.A/2
22
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BC.D/3
BC.D/4
BC.C2/17
BC.C2/16
BC.C2/14

BC.D/1
BC.C1/13

BC.C1/12

BC.D/2

BC.C2/13

BC.C1/27

BC.C2/12

BC.C1/11

BC.D/5

BC.C1/26

BC.D/6
BC.C2/11

BC.C1/25

BC.C1/8-C1/9

CIV.BC.C2/34
BC.C2/33

BC.C1/24

BC.C1/6-C1/7

BC.C2/32

BC.C1/22-C1/23
BC.C2/31
BC.C2/30

BC.C1/20-C1/21
BC.C2/29
BC.C1/18-C1/19

BC.C2/28
BC.C2/27
BC.C2/26

BC.C2/25

C.C2/24

Retail/F&B
Luxury Retail/F&B
Hospitality
Serviced Apartments
Residential Apartments
Entertainment / Special Products
Office(including Medical)
Global Mall
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Thermal Comfort Strategy
High Solar levels are the
primary driver of discomfort
in Qatar. In such harsh
environment it is paramount
that the building mass is
adjusted to increase outdoor
thermal comfort during
transition months and reduce
thermal discomfort during
summer months in public
spaces and walkways.

24
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Thermal Comfort
A set of key considerations have been taken into account
during the design of the massing guidelines, to promote
passive measurements of temperature control, these include:

Higher Volume facing South
Lower Volume facing North
Accentuated Corners shade pedestrian crossings
Openings for Wind Circulation
Wind Circulation

>>

Increase of Building height and mass on the southern side
of the plot to increase shaded area and capture north wind

>>

Reduction of height on the Northern
area to improve ventilation

>>

Enclosure of southern facades to control thermal heating,
as well as addition of ground floor openings to allow for
cross ventilation of courtyards.

>>

Creation of deep arcades on main pedestrian routes
25
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Landmark Strategy
Landmark plots play a
special role in wayfinding
and legibility of the urban
realm. They are one of the
key components of the
urban design framework.

Landmark Strategy
Landmarks can mark points of
significant activity such as central
places, frame key vistas, highlight civic
buildings and emphasise important
transport connections or nodes.
On the other hand, they can
sometimes overshadow, overlook and
dominate their immediate surroundings
and have potential adverse effects on
living conditions, like private gardens
and public spaces.
Inappropriately planned, designed
and/or located landmark buildings can
detract significantly from the quality of
a residential environment and from the
public realm.

LANDMARK PLOT LOCATION PLAN
Gateway Landmark
Luxury Landmark
Pedestrian Street Markers
Residential Landmark

*

Corner Emphasis - Residential Towers
Corner Emphasis - Boulevard Towers

Landmark Plots - Type 1
Landmark Plots - Type 2
Landmark Plots - TypeBoulevard
3 Commercial

26

Key Idea and Approach:
>>

Create an identity at each location,
different from all others;

>>

Provide orientation cues and
memorable locations;

>>

Aid in the creation of well-structured
routes and paths;

>>

Frame key vistas and define clear
lines of sight to prominent uses.

BOULEVARD COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
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BOULEVARD VIEW WITH LANDMARKS
Gateway Landmark

Central Landmark

Pedestrian Street Markers

BOULEVARD VIEW WITH LANDMARKS

PEDESTRIAN STREET MARKERS

CENTRAL - LUXURY ENCLAVE

Lu

sa

il C

om

m

er

cia

lB

ou

le

va

rd

GATEWAY/HEIGHT EMPHASIS LANDMARK
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Civic Square Strategy
In order to add extra
value to the urban fabric
and create a breathing
space and meeting point
the creation of a Central
Node / “Central Civic
Square” is considered
to be highly desirable.

Key Idea and Approach:
The Central Civic Square is
created within two plots on the
central pedestrian street.
>>

This will provide a much needed
central space within the heart of the
1km long Boulevard

>>

It adds and extra layer of interest
and destination to the District

>>

This Civic Square is composed of

2 smaller squares that creates an
adequate space for public events
and recreational uses.
>>

Public art, special stores or
pop-up stores can be located
on the square for added value
to the surrounding uses.

Central Civic Square Location Plan

OPPOSITE LUXURY ENCLAVE

TO QD HEADQUARTERS

TO LUSAIL TOWERS

ON CENTRAL PEDESTRIAN CORRIDOR

28
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Shading structures
Active frontage on all sides

Public Art

Spill-out spaces

Water features
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Civic Square Strategy
The Civic Square is located on the
southern side of the Boulevard, with
taller buildings’ mass on the southern
end shading the square during most
time of the day

7
3
2

30
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1

5
6

2
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1

2

Spill-out spaces

3

Pop-up stores

4

Events spaces

5

Water features and Public Art

6

Landmark/Central

7

Integrated L.R.T Station

Public Art
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Illustrative Masterplan
13

3
4

2

6

5

7

1

14

1

Juma Mosque

7

Serviced Apartments and Family Hotel

13

Northern Linear Park

2

Mosque Plaza

8

Luxury Enclave

14

Southern Linear Park

3

QD Headquarters

9

Central Square

4

Hospitality

10

Boutique Hotel

5

Medical Clinics

11

Branded Luxury Apartments with Retail

6

Global Mall

12

Qatari Financial Centre
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12
8

8

9

10

11
12

Illustrative Masterplan

diversity of approaches.

This rendering serves the purpose of
illustrating the intended future urban
fabric of the district. It highlights the
footprints of the buildings, working in
synergy with the public realm design in
order to create attractive spaces.

Buildings must frame the streets,
creating strong delineated paths, as
well as giving way for comfortable and
shaded courtyards, this way designing
a variety of ambiences that greatly
increases the livability of the district.

Is is expected that developers follows
the key guidelines for plot arrangement,
building composition, and open space
disposition, but they should find creative
and innovative solutions to bolster the
35
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Urban Design Framework
1

2

Landmark Buildings
Higher Volumes

2

le

ou

B
rd
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Residential Landmark Buildings
Pedestrian Street Emphasis

Shaded Arcades

Pedestrian Streets

3
Luxury Enclave

1

Lusail Towers and Plaza

2

Fox Hills North & South

3

Stadium District

Pedestrian Street Markers

4

Energy District

Residential Landmark

5

Juma Mosque

6

Qatari Diar Headquarters

36

Public Car Park
Gateway Landmark
Luxury Landmark

Linear Parks
Boulevard
Pedestrian Streets
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Urban Structure
The district layout is designed to
reinforce the main mixed use Boulevard,
that goes from Al-Khor highway to
Lusail Towers Plaza. A reticular grid
defines a set of front and back row
plots that face the Boulevard and
the linear parks respectively.
A series of pedestrian priority corridors
ensure adequate walking connections

between north and south sides, and
attract the back row residential plots to
the activity of the Boulevard.
The 2 key anchors give a dynamic
vibrant core to the Boulevard, the
Luxury Enclave - home to the highest
quality luxury flagship stores, and
the Civic Square, a perfect setting for
a comfortable outdoor experience,
strategically located to give relief to the
strong linear vector of the Boulevard.

Civic Square

Landmark Buildings
Square Emphasis

4

Landmark Buildings
Pedestrian Street Emphasis
Landmark Buildings
Higher Volumes
Expression Line
at 30 - 32mts

5

Active & Shaded Courtyards

6
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Parking and Servicing Strategy
Parking and Servicing will
be of a vital importance
to such a central and
vibrant district. In order
to provide the best street
quality for residents and
visitors, this strategy must
be carefully balanced.

Boulevard Commercial will be the
central commercial spine of all of Lusail
City. It will have a complete retail and
entertainment offer, and must be able
to provide to all of its visitors with the
highest quality of service.
It will have a central public underground
structure, that will provide approximately
2000 parking spaces.
Furthermore, all private plots will be self
sufficient in terms of parking, and will
have underground connections to the
public parking for increased connectivity.
Servicing will be kept on the
basement, to a estimated area of
30% of the 1st basement, in order
to mitigate the effect of deliveries
on road facing residential plots.

Key Guidelines:
>>

All plots to be self sufficient in terms
of parking;

>>

Servicing to be done on the
basement to avoid decrease in
value for adjacent residential plots;

>>

Basement servicing to account
for an estimate of 30% of
1st basement area;

>>

Ground Floor area to maximize
Retail GLA;

>>

Courtyards to be an integral
part of open space strategy,
with activated edges and
connection to the Boulevard.

>>

Parking should be underground
(above grade parking may be
considered at LREDC discretion)

PARAMETERS USED TO CALCULATE PARKING:
Parking parameters listed here should
be considered while calculating parking
requirement. The parking requirement
should be calculated based on the
designated landuse.

LANDUSE
GFA PER PARKING SPACE

>> 40 sqm

OFFICE

>> 1 per 65 sqm. of GFA

RETAIL

>> 1 per 65 sqm. of GFA

ENTERTAINMENT

>> 1 per 65 sqm. of GFA

HOSPITALITY
RESIDENTIAL - TYPICAL
RESIDENTIAL - FRONT ROW
BRANDED APARTMENTS
38

PARKING STANDARDS

>> As per Qatar Tourism Authority and Ministry of
Municipality and Urban Planning
>> 1 per Studio, 1 per 1BR, 2 per 2BR (1,25 if it is for single
user 2BR), 2 per 3BR
>> 1 per Studio, 1 per 1BR, 2 per 2BR, 3 per 3BR
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Objectives
The key goal of this strategy is to
maintain the quality of the open spaces
on Boulevard Commercial District, by
mitigating the visibility and presence of
servicing vehicles as well as ensuring
that all travellers have a parking space
at their disposal.
This will ensure that the extensive mix of
Service with light trucks
uses and products on offer will be free
or commercial vans
to maximize their appeal and expand
their marketing strategies with events
and product launches, without worry of
overloading the capacity of the district.
This will allow Boulevard Commercial
KEY DATA
to be a resilient district, with built in
Typical
PlotitsNo:
BC.C1/8-C1/9
capacity
to support
vision
to become
Retail,forEntert.
, Hotel
theUses:
go-to destination
commercial,
entertainment
and retail experiences
in
Target Ground
FloorLusailRetail
GFA:
- Boulevard Commercial - Boulevard Front Row Typology Study - April 2015
the Middle East.

3,238 m2
Provided Ground FloorPTION
Retail
GFA: MERGED
PLOT
BASEMENT
SERVI
C ING
Avoid conflicts
between service
and WITH Create
fully activated
courtyards,
3,130 m2
parking access
segregating service to basement
Estimated Gross Leasable Area:
2,650 m2 (85% ratio)
Parking spaces:
205
Activated
courtyards with open
A Nº
basements:
edges to residential plots, and
2direct connection to Boulevard
Length of Retail frontage:
A
Screened access to basement
B 308
m
for servicing area and parking
B
Area of courtyard:
Maximum efficiency in ground
C 650
floor m2
usage

Retail
Servicing
Vertical Circulation

SIDE STREET

O

D-

C

Courtyard
Firetruck Setback
Lobby

Schematic Ground Floor optimization for maximum Retail GLA
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1.3
BUILDING DESIGN
STRATEGY

41
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1.3.1 GENERAL DESIGN
GUIDELINES
Architectural Vision
The Commercial plots
fronting onto the Lusail
City’s main Boulevard will
make up some of the most
high profile, visible and
valuable developments in
Qatar’s Capital City.
The architectural vision
and aim is to build a
high quality, world class
buildings that have
exceptional attention to
details. These buildings
will not only help define
and ensure the success
of Boulevard Commercial
but also be a well known,
well used and much
appreciated asset for
Lusail City and Doha.

42

ASPIRATIONAL, CONTEMPORARY
AND HIGH QUALITY CITY CONTEXT
Boulevard Commercial will be
bookended by the landmark projects
of Lusail Towers and Qatari Diar
Headquarters buildings. Both
developments are characterised
by design that is a high-quality and
contemporary response to Lusail City’s
vision and masterplan and Doha’s
context and culture. The architectural
approaches for Boulevard Commercial
will need to consider and integrate
with the design character and design
approaches used for these key projects.
THOUGHTFUL CONTINUITY
To achieve continuity between the past,
present and future by using timeless
components (wall scales, proportions
, motifs, material tones & palettes etc)
from traditional approaches applied in a
modern and contemporary way
RESPONSIVE DETAIL
Developing a new rich contemporary
language of form and detail inspired by
local climatic conditions & traditional
components like mashrabiya and
external screens, artistic and elegant
building entrances that resonate with
heritage yet are adapted to modern
building scales and functions

SENSITIVE & CONTEXTUAL
Making the built form work seamlessly
with the landscape public realm
and building uses. Also, taking
into account the pedestrian and
transit movement on the boulevard,
keeping a sensitive approach
towards the surrounding context.
HIGH QUALITY DESIGN PROCESS
The architectural design teams will
need to work closely with LREDC
Planning and Design Team. The
architectural teams will need to
demonstrate a rigorous and creative
design process and be able to
illustrate, demonstrate and justify
their building design approaches.
It is critical that the design teams
show how their designs have evolved
progressively from careful and detailed
consideration of design guidance
and related studies, to inspirational
early ideas and visions to complete
designs. The designs must be based
on world class, sound, qualified,
informed and creative architecture
expertise and knowledge.

<
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Massing Strategy
The Boulevard Commercial District was
modelled on the famous Champs Elysées,
in Paris France. In the transposition of this
model to Lusail, the heights (including
number of floors) of the primary building
plane have increased whilst the number
of setback upper floors have been
reduced. The overall boulevard feels more
in proportion and more similar to the
condition at Champs Elysées.

1

Colonnade

2

Primary Facade

3

Expression Line

4

Upper Setback (Full Height
Floors)

5

Mansard Roof (Reduced
Height Floors)

Champs Elysees - Analysis

5
4
3

2

1
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On this exclusive Boulevard, the buildings are aligned to
the front setback, with the primary facade making up the
overall majority of the facade (>60% excluding upper floors).
Setbacks at ground or at roof level comprise at most 40% of
the overall facade with modest setback dimensions.
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Applying Setbacks and Expression line principles

Colonnade Line at 7mts

Expression Line at 30-32 mts

4
3
2

1
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Massing Strategy Cont.
Buildings will need to be expertly designed in order to meet
the high quality architectural expectations. They must respond
to the detailed thermal comfort considerations and optimize
internal organizations to achieve maximum efficiency. Blocks
must be designed to face the main Boulevard and pedestrian
streets to reinforce the feasibility and return of leasable units.

A

B

Frontage - To create a strong and
cohesive street frontage, the primary
facade should always be fronting
the Boulevard. A predominant
mass from Ground Floor to an
average of 6 stories (30m-32m
high) should be maintained

C

Corner mass higher to emphasize
and shade the pedestrian crossings

D

Corners facing pedestrian
streets to be chamfered directing
movement and providing
increased gathering space

The buildings should be setback
after the expression line

Applying Setbacks and Expression line principle
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Corner Chamfer
Pedestrian Street
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A

Frontage towards active
open spaces - courtyards
and the Linear parks

B

Higher volumes facing south

C

Corner mass higher to emphasize
and shade the pedestrian crossings

D

Ground floor opening - provide wind
circulation to the courtyards and
allow for pedestrian movement

E

Volumes setback on northern side
to create shaded terraces

Relation to Residential Plots
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D
Frontage to Active Open Spaces
Open Spaces
Pedestrian Street
Corner Chamfer
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Massing Strategy Cont.

Overall Boulevard Section
Ground floor opening - provide wind
circulation to the courtyards and
allow for pedestrian movement

B

Higher volumes facing south

E

Volumes setback on northern side
to create shaded terraces

C

Corner mass higher to emphasize

F

Stepping down of height from
boulevard to residential plots

NORTH

PLOT LIMIT

and shade the pedestrian crossings

BOULEVARD PLOTS
RESIDENTIAL PLOTS

C B

LINEAR
PARK

COURTYARD

A
LOCAL
STREET
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A

E

PLOT LIMIT

D

PLOT LIMIT

Frontage towards active
open spaces - courtyards
and the linear parks

PLOT LIMIT

A

F
COURTYARD

D
RESIDENTIAL PLOT

SECONDARY
STREET

COMMERCIAL PLOT

COMMERCIAL

PLOT LIMIT

PLOT LIMIT

PLOT LIMIT

C B

F
COURTYARD

COURTYARD

BOULEVARD

COMMERCIAL PLOT

RESIDENTIAL PLOT

LINEAR
PARK

A
D

SECONDARY
STREET

SOUTH

E

A

D

PLOT LIMIT
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LOCAL
STREET
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Street Frontage Strategy
SETBACKS PRINCIPLES
>> 5.0m ground floor setback to
provide dedicated shaded arcade
along the Boulevard, the main
retail thoroughfare

Residen
Plot

Stree

t

tree
5.0

5.00
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m

Bou
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m
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Sid

3.0m

des

leva

Side Street Setback-3.0m

Pe

rd

>> 5.0m ground floor setback
on pedestrian priority streets
reinforces the connectivity within
the district, with the Boulevard
allowing for comfortable
transitions within shaded areas
>> 3.0m setbacks on side streets
provide continuous shaded
areas on all streets, allowing
for free roaming of pedestrians,
improving connectivity and
permeability in a comfortable
shaded environment
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Pedestrian Priority Street
Setback-5.0m
Boulevard Setback-5.0m
ACCESS POINTS PRINCIPLES
>> Vehicular access - minimum 6m
wide 2 lane
>> Vehicular access must use
designated driveways
>> Vehicular access must
be clearly separated from
pedestrian access
>> When existent, Drop-off must
be within the plot limit not
encroaching onto public realm.

reet

ry St
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Seco

Vehicular Access
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BOULEVARD MASSING PRINCIPLES
>> Main building mass should
always be fronting the Boulevard.
>> Pedestrian and side streets
should also be addressed
as attractive locations for the
different commercial offer.

Residen

tial

>> To create a strong and cohesive
street frontage, a predominant
mass from Ground Floor to
G+4 should be maintained on
80% of the Boulevard side.
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Boulevard Volume

rd

Side Streets Volumes
Boulevard Frontage

PARKING AND SERVICING PRINCIPLES
>> Parking should be underground
( above ground paking may be
considered at LREDC discretion)
>> Servicing access areas must
be screened from views, and
preferably enclosed in the
building footprint.

iority street
Pedestrian pr

>> Servicing should occur from
secondary streets, and access
should preferably be separate
from drop-offs and underground
parking access.
Basement Parking

Se
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cond

Service Access
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Plot

Screening
Access to Parking
Access to Service Areas
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Plot Open Space Strategy
Private open spaces play a key role in
providing pleasant and secure outdoor
living spaces for residents and visitors.
They will be dictated by building form and
design, however they should always strive
to provide the most comfortable spaces,
with adequate shading, potentially active
uses, and visual interest.

It is intended that Boulevard facing plots should
have an internal courtyard, publicly accessible to the
boulevard, which will give another level of interest to
the public realm. This courtyard should be framed with
active uses, and serve as a more secluded and resting
areas, for users on the Boulevard. Other open spaces
like podium and rooftops, are highly encouraged to
have exclusive recreational and F&B spaces and take
advantage of the the privileged views of Lusail Towers.

Private Open Space Location Plan - Courtyards, Podiums, Rooftops

To Metro Station
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The best courtyards have the following qualities:
>>

Pedestrian friendly and free from servicing
and vehicular movements

>>

Higher percentage of active frontages on all sides

>>

Predominance of F&B at the ground Level

>>

Comfortable ratio between height and width of courtyard

>>

Thermal comfort considerations are integrated into the
design and function

An excellent courtyard can be provided with a contained
footprint, allowing it to be naturally shaded and increasing
comfort throughout the year.

Ground floor Courtyards
Podium Courtyards
Potential Rooftop F&B
Public Square

To Lusail Towers & Plaza

Lusail Commercial Boulevard
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Plot Open Space Strategy Cont.
>>

These courtyard are created considering plots will have
merged courtyards. In case of split plots, they should
combine and share the courtyard spaces to make it into a
single big usable space.

>>

Public art, special stores, F&B can be located on the
courtyard for added value to the surrounding uses

>>

Podiums can be created to add additional gathering
spaces like spill out spaces for F&B uses, or break out
areas for entertainment uses.

>>

Rooftop gardens should be designed to take maximum
advantage of views and to maximize the private open
space for plot owners and residents

Rooftop gardens

rd

leva

Bou

Shading Structures

Podium gardens

Spill-out spaces
24m
24m

Active Frontage

Water Features
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1

2

Spill-out spaces and F&B

Active frontages at ground floor

3

5

Wind towers and shading
integrated into the design

4

Pedestrian priority spaces free from servicing and vehicular movement

Pedestrian connection

5

2
3

4

5
3
1

1

2

2
4
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Plot Open Space Interface
Public Realm on the Boulevard Commercial
district is being extensively developed
to deliver the highest quality streetscape
to its user, balancing a natural and
environmentally sensible approach with
state of the art technologies of transit,
wayfinding, and thermal mitigation.

56

Inspiration is from forms and patterns in the natural and
cultivated landscape of Qatar, as well as national symbols.
It has been designed to create attractive, vibrant an
sophisticated places, in order to bring a distinctive and
fashionable Boulevard and district to Lusail City.
Private plots will need to treat their limits in a coordinated way
to the public realm, creating a seamless transition from public
to private space.
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Boulevard
>> Public realm has been designed to
emulate the Champs Elysées with
an influence of Qatari heritage.
>> Streetscape is clearly defined in
terms of vehicular, pedestrian and
LRT routes
>> Arcade paving to be designed in
accordance to public realm design,
and treated as publicly accessible
>> LRT stations and other shading
structures designed to modern
contemporary designs

Linear Parks
>> Linear Parks frame the
developments on the North and
South side.
>> They provide excellent landscape
vistas for the residential plots that
are adjacent
>> The design of the parks includes
specially designed arrival squares
to meet the pedestrian streets that
connect from the Boulevard.

Public Squares
>> Public Squares at the West
and East ends will act has
gathering spaces for the
residents and visitors.
>> They will have extensive shading
through modern structures and
native trees.
>> These will be articulated with
the LRT stations and with the
street underpasses allowing
for increased mobility.
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1.4
PRECINCT STRATEGY
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1.4.1
Precinct General Guidelines
& Design Approach

The Boulevard Character, Building Form and Aesthetics are to be evolved from
Qatar’s Built Heritage and Culture, adapted and interpreted into a design language and
expressed in different precincts throughout the district.

KEY PRINCIPLES OF MAKING DISTINCT PRECINCTS
There are eight precincts identified on Boulevard
Commercial. They are defined by their key users and
allocated uses. They shall follow the following principles to
achieve a distinct architectural characteristics:
>>
>>
>>
>>

Form
Rhythm
Structure
Material

FORM Each precinct could have a distinct form from another
however, it should be designed on the basis of Qatari
heritage and cultural principles
RHYTHM Precincts could follow a uniform repeated pattern on building
skin, projections etc which will help to form a distinct identity
STRUCTURE Building techniques could be used differently in some
precincts. to create interest in the architectural language
MATERIAL Building material palette will be created for each precinct
responding to its program and function
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Artist’s Impression
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Precincts Location Plan
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Active Getaway
Global Courtyard
Gateway Point
Luxury Icons
Business Centre
Creative & Artisanal
Boulevard Park Living
Living & Urban Lifestyle
63
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Active Getaway
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Active Getaway Precinct is an entertainment
precinct dedicated to family activities,
active leisure and cultural events. It is
a lively and eclectic precinct and its
architecture should reflect that, allowing
for creative expressions of form, while
retaining sensible design approaches.
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Creative & Artisanal
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.

6
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Creative & Artisanal Precinct is an Art
precinct that revolves around innovation and
creativity. As a small precinct it will need to
have expressive and innovative architectural
solutions that allow it to stand out. Original
and bespoke detailing and construction
solutions are encouraged to reinforce the
craftsmanship of the precinct.
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Luxury Icons
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Luxury Icons Precinct is a high end
luxury precinct that will become the goto destination for luxury brands. It will
be known for its dynamic architectural
solutions, that will be driven by the
brands’ expression. All levels of creativity
are allowed and encouraged, knowing
that the highest quality of materials
and construction will be paramount.
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Global Courtyard
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Global Courtyard Precinct is a Mall
experience precinct that will bring global
brands to the district. It will house the only
mall of the Boulevard, and should have
facade and signage solutions that allow it to
stand out. Since it also has a cultural offer,
it has a duality of interest that should be
carefully balanced on the facade design.
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Business Centre
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Business Precinct is a dedicated office
precinct that corresponds to the Lusail
Towers. Its character should be fit for
purpose, promoting its function, and striving
for efficient and sober designs. Durable
materials, with large expanses of glazing
structured by orthogonal grids will be a
common approach.
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Gateway Point
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Gateway Precinct is a landmark precinct
that defines the arrival to the district. The
elongated plots will artfully articulate
extended bodies with point towers. The
structure and rhythm should be designed
for long distance views, as well as for
vehicular perception. Bold and contrasting
architectural layers encouraged for
increased visibility and prominence.
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Living & Urban Lifestyle
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Living and Urban Lifestyle precinct is a group
of urban blocks that will focus on home and
automotive commodities. Its architecture
should be designed to promote the products,
and offer maximum visibility and accessibility
to the shoppers. A strong sense of purpose
should be evident in the designs.
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Boulevard Park Living
Key architectural design principles
The following key reference images have been identified from various similar precincts
around the world. The key architectural vision for the precinct is highlighted.
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Boulevard Park Living Precincts are
residential precincts that frame the north and
south side of the Boulevard. This precinct
should be designed to have a high quality of
life with varied lifestyle options. High quality
materials, together with conservative designs
will give a more calm feel and approach to
the precinct. Due to privacy concerns more
enclosed structures are expected, to be
punctuated by recessed volumes optimizing
outdoor living.
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Overall Character View
Artist´s Impression
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1.5
GENERAL TYPOLOGY
STRATEGY
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1.5.1 Plot Typologies
General Regulations & Design
Approach
Apart from general
excellence in architectural
design, the design teams
will need to demonstrate an
integrated design approach
taking into account a
range of components
and factors including:

>>

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

>>

BOUNDARY WALLS

>>

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

>>

LIGHTING

>>

SUSTAINABILITY AND THERMAL
COMFORT

>>

SIGNAGE

>>

ARCADE DESIGN

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Architectural Design in the Boulevard Commercial District must be high quality
contemporary architecture adjusted to its climatic and cultural context. Teams will
need to be at the forefront of contemporary architecture. Architecture must have the
highest standards of aesthetics, detailing and materials.
The master developer (CAC) shall review and approve all architectural plans,
sections and elevations, proposed materials, solid to void ratios, and all other
requirements defined in the regulations and district guidelines. This will ensure
cohesion throughout the district and set the high standard for all designers.
Guidance will be provided for achieving the expected high quality contemporary
architecture. This will includes direction regarding:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Building Composition
Facade Design
Materials and Colours
Openings
Projections
Shading and Privacy Structures
Roof Components

The design principles are separated in two levels of guidelines:
COMPOSITION PRINCIPLES, defining the principles for the volumetric composition
and massing, establishing the guidelines and considerations for the different aspects
of building design and its relationship with the surrounding.
ARCHITECTURAL DIVERSITY, illustrating different design approaches for the plots,
with different building compositions, architectural ideas and elements, maintaining
the volumetric intent to form a coherent, although diverse, group.
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN
The design teams must include professionally qualified international
landscape design expertise. A high quality landscape design that integrates
seamlessly with the District Public Realm and ensure a high quality
private realm to all external areas of the building from drop-off through to
pool decks and roof gardens etc is essential. A high quality landscape
design that is integrated into the overall design must be provided.
The master developer (CAC) shall review and approve all landscape plans,
proposed hardscape materials, softscape materials and site furnishings. The
district guidelines will provide guidance for coordinating an appropriate landscape
design within private plots. This includes direction regarding acceptable hard and
soft landscape material palettes, irrigation systems, landscape lighting, provision
of shading, strategies for creating landscape screens and buffers, boundary wall
treatments and signage.
>> Landscape plans submitted to LCAC are to be prepared by a qualified
Landscape Architect.
>> Landscape designer is to consult with LCAC landscape architect before
preparing the concept of the private plot to receive drawings of the surrounding
public landscape
>> Consultant must consult and adhere to all Civil Defense Authorities and
relevant Codes and Regulations which pertain to Fire Truck Access and
Hardstanding requirements for each Plot.
>> Landscape soil depths are to be shown on drawings
>> Materials and Topographic Elevation Levels of private plots are to match the
public domain
>> Driveways in the private plots are to align with their
exact location in the public domain

SUSTAINABILITY AND THERMAL COMFORT
Teams will have to include GSAS specialists in order to achieve the designated star
rating requirements for buildings in Boulevard Commercial District. The guidelines
will provide the basis of best practice environmental sustainability guidelines to
the design of resource and energy-efficient buildings and thermally comfortable
outdoor spaces however strict abidance to GSAS requirements is mandatory. A full
sustainable building rating assessment will be needed for each building.
Significant work has been undertaken to assess and develop strategies to improve
the thermal comfort of the Boulevard Commercial District. Each building must be
designed to integrate into this overall strategy. Micro-climatic modelling will need
to be undertaken for each building to ensure that a high level of thermal comfort
performance is achieved. Designers are to confirm with LREDC current required
GSAS rating for Boulevard Commercial buildings.
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Plot Typologies
General Regulations & Design
Approach Cont.
ARCADE DESIGN
Arcades will be a crucial aspect for pedestrian circulation and retail access on the
boulevard and on the main pedestrian streets. They improve thermal comfort and
provide structure and connection throughout the Boulevard Commercial District.
A cohesive design palette will be provided, with agreed codes
that define the location, range of dimensions and physical
appearance of the main components of the Arcade.
The guidelines specify recommended dimensions and controls to ensure a coherent
image throughout the district, these will be reviewed and approved by the master
developer (CAC).
BOUNDARY WALLS
Respecting the greater objective of the creation of a lively and integrated city centre,
boundary walls are discouraged in Boulevard Commercial District, however, because
of needs for screening and security, some plots may require enclosure elements.
No boundary walls will be allowed on key retail, arcade and street frontages.
Guidelines will be provided on recommended and required arcade form and
dimensions through-out Boulevard Commercial District. All arcade proposals will be
reviewed and approved by the master developer (CAC).

LIGHTING
Lusail City has gone trough an extensive lighting study for all districts. Extensive
guideline will be provided through the Lusail Nightscape Strategy, and it is expected
that all architectural designs will comply with those requirements, to ensure approval
by the master developer. All lighting solutions and fixtures must be of the highest
quality and be integrated into the design seamlessly and in a secure way.
The design teams must include internationally professionally qualified lighting design
expertise and it is essential that high quality lighting design is integrated
into the overall design.
SIGNAGE
As a cohesive masterplanned district, building signage will need to be of high quality
and will be required to meet a range of standard and common guidelines to ensure
unified approach. It will be of significant importance on plots with commercial uses,
and guidelines will be tailored for that purpose.
Guidelines will be provided that define the location, materiality and dimensions
of signage. all signage proposals will be reviewed and approved by the master
developer (CAC). The design teams will be expected to include experts capable of
following trough with these guidelines and secure swift approval and compliance
with the high quality expectations for the District.
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Plot Typologies
Plot Typology Location Plan
Plot Typologies will be
defined according to
the district location,
predominant uses, building
form and adjacency. Each
typology will have its set of
regulations and guidelines
STADIUM
which will ensure
the overall
DISTRICT
vision of the district.

Plot typologies have been divided into 3 key types:
>>
>>
>>

Boulevard Commercial Typologies
Residential Typologies
Qatar Financial Centre Typologies

In Design Guidelines Book (Part 02), these typologies are organized into different
sheets that illustrates significant regulations and guidelines which are applied to the
built form and plot.

PLOT TYPOLOGY LOCATION PLAN

BC.C2/1

BC.C2/2

BC.C2/3

BC.B/1

BC.B/2

BC.C2/18
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BC.C2/19 BC.C2/20

BC.C2/4

BC.C1/1

BC.C2/5

BC.C1/2

BC.C1/14 BC.C1/15

BC.C2/21 BC.C2/22

BC.C2/6

BC.C2/7

BC.C1/3-C1/4

BC.C1/16

BC.C2/23

BC.C1/17

BC.C2/24

BC.C2/8

BC.C2/9

BC.C1/5A

BC.C1/5B

BC.C1/18-C1/19

BC.C2/25

BC.C2/26

BC.C2/10

BC.C1/6

BC.C1/2

BC.C2/27
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RESIDENTIAL

BOULEVARD COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL TYPICAL PLOT

BC TYPICAL PLOT

VARIATION - PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY STREET PLOT

BC GATEWAY PLOT

VARIATION - GATEWAY PLOT

BC CIVIC SQUARE PLOT
BC LUXURY PLOT

QATAR FINANCIAL CENTRE
QFC FRONT-ROW TYPICAL PLOT
QFC BACK-ROW TYPICAL PLOT TYPOLOGY
VARIATION - PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY STREET PLOT
District Location Plan

VARIATION - GATEWAY PLOT

BC.C2/11

BC.C2/12

BC.C2/13

BC.C2/16

BC.C2/14

BC.D/3

BC.C2/17

BC.D/4

6-C1/7

20-C1/21

BC.C2/28

BC.C1/8-C1/9

BC.C1/22-C1/23

BC.C2/29

BC.C2/30

BC.C1/11

BC.C1/24

BC.C2/31

BC.C1/12

BC.C1/25 BC.C1/26

BC.C2/32

BC.C2/33

BC.D/1

BC.C1/13

BC.D/2

BC.C1/27

CIV.BC.C2/34

BC.D/5
BC.D/6
N

50m
0

200m
100m
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1.5.2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The Design Guidelines & Controls contain a number of diverse specialist terms the
definition of which is clarified in alphabetical order below
ACCESS POINT
Place or way by which pedestrians and / or
vehicles have a safe access ingress and
egress to a Plot / Parcel.

ACCESSIBLE AREA
Accessible area/s are any built area whether
internal or external that is intended for use
and occupation by residents, workers or
other users.

ARTICULATION
An expression given to architectural
component/s (including windows, balconies,
façades layering, height variations etc.)
brought together to create a complementary
& variety of massing, rhythm or pattern,
modulation and detail of building façades.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURE
An architectural component/s (including
windows, balconies, façades, height
variations or other devices) used for
emphasising the landmark position or status
of a building or structure subject to the
satisfaction of LREDC.

ACTIVE STREET FRONTAGE
The portion of a building at ground floor
that is occupied by visible active uses (such
as retail, food & beverage, lobby areas,
community facilities and other publicly
accessible uses) and faces onto a public
space and/or public street.

AMALGAMATED PLOTS
A group of individually purchased plots
collected to form a single development plot.

ANCILLARY BUILDING
An ancillary building is a support building,
such as: outside kitchen, Majlis, servant’s
quarters, storage, gate house etc.
Please note: Different setback rules
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apply to varied ancillary buildings
(see individual Guidelines Sheets).

AREA
The surface extent, measured in
square units, of a building, a site or a
neighbourhood. In residential design this
term is used to indicate function, as work
area, recreation area, etc.

ASPECT
Compass orientation of building or plot in
relation to due south.

AUTHORITY
The local body having jurisdiction over the
matter referred to.

BALCONY

BOUNDARY WALL
A structure that defines an area,
demarcating the property line
and providing security.

BUILDING ENVELOPE
The building envelope is the total
3-dimensional area in which the buildings
are permitted and defined by the minimum
setback lines and the maximum building
height restrictions.

BUILDING HEIGHT
Building height is the vertical distance
measured from the base of the elevation
defined within each plot’s regulation to the
top of roof slab above the building’s highest
habitable level.

BUILDING LINE

An accessible open platform enclosed by a
parapet wall or balustrade that extends out
from a building elevation, with access from a
door or window.

The line formed by the main external face of
the building, excluding any balcony or bay
window projects.

BASEMENT

BUILDING ROOF

A room or rooms or area, under a building, in
part or wholly below ground level. Habitable
room or rooms or area are permitted in a
basement, subject to natural lighting and
conditioning provisions. All habitable areas
are included in the GFA unless stated
otherwise (see GFA description).

Accessible and / or Non Accessible areas
forming part of a structure that cover over
the highest point of the building that is above
any habitable area.

BOUNDARY LINE (PLOT)
The line or plane indicating the limit or extent
of the plot area.

BAY WINDOW
A window forming a bay, which projects
outwards from the wall of the room.

BUILDING SETBACK
The minimum required distance between a
plot line and the furthermost projection of a
building or a structure.

BUILD-TO LINE
An alignment established by a certain
distance from the right-of-way line to a
line along which a designated façade of a
building must be built on.
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BUILT-UP AREA (BUA)
Sum of horizontal area of each floor in a
building above and below grade measured
to exterior face of exterior façade walls. This
differs from GFA calculations in that
no exclusions are considered in the BUA
calculation (see definition of GFA).

CANOPY
A roofed shelter projecting over an outdoor
parking space, driveway, entry zone,
window, or similar area that may be wholly
or partially supported by columns.

FLOOR AREA RATIO (FAR)

Electrical
Ratio used to determine the amount of
equipment
Gross Floor Area permitted on a particular
shafts
plot based on the plot’s size. This ratio is
represented as a percentage in Lusail City.
For instance, on a 5.000 m2 plot with FAR
of 200%, a building with a maximum Gross
Floor Area of 10.000 m2 (5.000x2) would be
permitted.

Facilities provided either by government or
non-government agencies for the benefit of,
and use of, the community (such as schools,
places of worship, hospitals and theatres).

DESIGN CONTROLS

GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA)

Set of mandatory rules provided by
Master Developer to Purchaser and their
design team. These might be at overall
Masterplan, District or individual Plot level.

Sum of horizontal area of each floor in a
building above and below grade measured
to exterior face of exterior façade walls:

DESIGN GUIDELINES
Set of guidelines provided by Master
Developer to a Purchaser and their
design team, to assist, guide and ensure
development proposals meet best
design practice in line with the highquality development vision of LREDC
and whether at overall Masterplan,
District or individual Plot level.

Ventilation
ducts

Garbage
chutes

Sewer
Shafts

GLAZING RATIO
Is the percentage of the building facade
taken up by glazing surfaces, including
windows and translucent surfaces such
as glass bricks. It does not include
glass surfaces used ornamentally or
as cladding, In general it should not
exceed 50%.to limit full glazed curtain
wall facades, not consistent with the
architectural heritage of Qatar.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES

Areas excluded from GFA

Open
Balconies

Elevator
Shafts

Stairwell Projected
balconies

Included in Gross Floor Area:

>> Any enclosed habitable space above
or below finished grade that is used by
residents, customers, or employees;
>> Enclosed habitable areas on rooftops,
such as a penthouse or similar enclose
space used by residents, customers, or
employees;customers, or employees;
>> Balconies enclosed on three sides.

GFA measured from exterior face of
exterior walls

exterior area

Excluded from Gross Floor Area:
>> Projected balconies or terraces that are
open on three exterior facing sides;

EASEMENT

>> Parking areas above and below Grade;
>> Open Vent riser shafts;

A non-possessory right to use land owned
by others for purposes of pedestrian,
emergency or other access, providing
publicly accessible open space, of providing
utility equipment, reserves and access
and any other provision required by the
Master Developer, Utility Provider, and/or
Government Agency.

>> Stairwells Elevator shafts;
>> Areas for mechanical or electrical services;
>> Garbage chutes;
>> Open Atrium floor openings.

For clarity please check schematic
illustration of GFA exclusions and
measurement line on image to the right.

residential
unit
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS CONT.
GSAS

PARTY WALL

REGULATIONS

Global Sustainability Assessment System.

Set of mandatory rules provided by
Master Developer to Purchaser and their
design team. These might be at overall
Masterplan, District or individual Plot level.

Any enclosed room, area or space intended
for use and occupation by residents,
workers or other users.

A dividing partition between two adjoining
plots that is shared by the tenants of
each residence or business. The wall is
positioned along a property line dividing two
plots, so that one half of the wall’s thickness
lies on each property. This type of wall is
usually structural

LATTICEWORK

PENTHOUSE

A panel consisting of a crisscrossed pattern
of strips of building material, typically wood,
metal or stone. The main purpose of the
latticework is ornamental as well as privacy
screening.

An apartment built on a portion of the roof or
top floor of a building. Typically, such units
are larger and more luxurious than most
apartments.

HABITABLE ROOMS

MASHRABIYA
Type of projected bay window enclosed with
carved wood latticework. It is a component
of traditional Arabic architecture style, mainly
associated with residential but also public
buildings. The key objective of Mashrabiya
is to provide the privacy.

MEZZANINE

SURFACE PARKING (WITHIN THE
PLOT)
Parking spaces provided within a
parameters of the plot at ground level

A pier is an upright support for a structure.

STREET FRONTAGE

PLINTH (IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
BOUNDARY WALL)

The linear extent of the front of the buildings
helping to visually definite street’s edge

Plinth is the base or platform upon which
a column or structure (panel) rests. The
plinth usually rests directly on the ground.

TERRACE

PLOT

PARKING SPACE

A strip of land that is granted, through
an Easement or other mechanism, for
transportation purposes. A right-of-way is
reserved for the purposes of maintenance
or expansion of existing services within the
right-of-way.
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Regulated, minimum required distance
between a plot boundary line and the
furthermost projection of a building or a
structure.

PIER (IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
BOUNDARY WALL)

An elevated, partial floor of a preferred
maximum of 60% of the ground floor area
immediately below; and, within whose
volume it is fully contained. The Mezzanine
should be set back a preferred minimum
of 6m from the front façade, to orient the
higher volume space outward. Counted as
GFA, its allowable uses are same as ground
floor.
Mezzanine floor heights are not limited,
provided finished ceiling heights meet the
minimum allowable by local code.
A Mezzanine’s means of egress and fireresistive construction must, at the minimum,
comply to prevailing local building codes
and best practice standards of life safety
design.

A physical space used exclusively for
parking of vehicles.

SETBACK

A single or multi-ownership parcel of land.

PLOT COVERAGE RATIO
Ratio used to determine the maximum
total amount of area on a plot that can be
occupied by a building(s) versus area open
to the sky.
For example, a plot coverage ratio of 50%
would permit the building(s), as viewed from
above, to occupy no more than half of the
plot area.

.

RIGHT OF WAY (ROW)

An accessible and purpose-built enclosed
platform above ground level that is open
to the air and accessible from a door or
window.

UTILITIES
Public service infrastructure including the
supply of: Electricity, telecommunications,
potable water, chilled water for airconditioning, drainage, gas (if applicable),
garbage clearance system (if applicable) or
other similar services.
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